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   Christmas is round the corner and Santa has an X’mas message for all.  Imagine 
you were Santa. Write “his” message below 
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English 
All The Way 

 

Dear people all around the world, 

Firstly, here’s wishing you all a joyful and memorable Christmas.   

This year, I have planned to give FIVE BIG gifts to everyone in the universe.  These gifts are going to be 

useful and I am sure you will like them. 

1) I know some European countries such as Greece and Spain have some financial problems, 

therefore  my 1st gift is to give those countries some money so that their problems can be solved. 

2) My 2nd present is to stop the civil wars in Egypt.  Everyone should live in peace.  I hope everyone 

in the world can enjoy Christmas happily and peacefully. 

3) My 3rd gift is to cure all diseases including cancer and AIDS. 

4) My 4th gift is for China and Japan.  Both of them think that the Diaoyu Island is theirs , and they 

have been arguing about this for a long time.  In order to stop this once and for all, I will create 

another Diaoyu Island so both countries can each have their own island to eliminate any more 

arguments in the future. 

5) The final present is about protecting the environment.  I will remove the rubbish and toxic water 

from the sea and stop global warming.  We all know it is important to protect both marine and 

land animals.  We should not be so selfish because we only have one Earth and we could NOT live 

without it.  The Earth is sick already and a lot of plants and animals are endangered. 

I hope you will like them and are grateful for them.  It is not good to take things for granted.   

Let’s hope these gifts could help make this world a better place. 

Again, let me wish you a very merry Christmas! 

Best regards, 

Santa 



     
 

        

              

              

              

              

              

              

                

 


